The right board appointment will lead
your business to greater heights.

APPOINT

Board Appointment

Which of these best
describes you?
	
You are battling to find the ideal
non-executive director to fill the
empty seat at your boardroom table.
	
You are setting up a formal board
process and therefore have several
vacancies to fill.
	
You are concerned about finding the
appropriate skills or correct expertise
and experience to replace an outgoing
director.
	
Nobody on your company’s list
of preferred candidates is available
or interested.
	
People you had previously earmarked
are just not right given how fast you
have grown or because of a change
in your strategic direction.
	
Your board or shareholders want
you to utilise a team who have “been
there and done that” to ensure that
you appoint the right person for this
critical role.
You might have received well-intended
suggestions such as, “What about Sylvia?
She’d be perfect for your board!” or
“Themba would love to be part of a
business like yours and sits on three
boards already!”
You may be tempted to appoint
them because of who the suggestion
came from and because doing so will
save time.
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There is a caveat though:
Wrong appointments are expensive – they
end up consuming much more of your time
than using a professional, outsourced process
from the start, and hinder your business from
reaching its full potential and value.
Rather use an experienced guide – a Sirdar.

A Comprehensive
Appointment Approach
With a deep understanding of business in Africa and

Clients that
trust our Board
Appointment
Process

a passion for impactful boardroom performance, you
will only gain by relying on Sirdar’s board appointment
specialists to search for, identify and support you to
onboard the most suitable candidate.
Having an experienced team of boardroom specialists
is critical to a successful director appointment process.

150+
appointments

Sirdar’s process is based on:

Your unique business
and boardroom scenario

Utilising proven tools to ensure
that the new board member
complements your board

Understanding what the
appointment should achieve

Deep experience in searching
for and identifying talent

A strong foundation
and proven methodology
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The Journey to finding Your Next
Non-Executive Director

01 Scope

03 Shortlist

Your ideal candidate’s profile is

We interview applicants who meet your

determined through:
	
Discussing your minimum requirements, what

criteria and discuss your specific role with
them to ensure alignment and synergy.

the incoming director needs to achieve, as
well as their ideal values and necessary board
or committee experience
	
A Board Appointment Diagnostic – a multifaceted approach of interviews and online
questionnaires – which indicates the qualities
required to complement current board
member strengths, weaknesses, expertise,
knowledge and experience1
	
A Contribution Compass profiler which
indicates the profile that will provide
balanced natural energy (area of maximum
contribution) and complement boardroom

04 Interview and Select
	
You are presented with a shortlist of
candidates to interview based on their
suitability to the role and overall fit.
	
You are supported throughout the selection
process by discussing shortlisted candidates’
profiles to agree who to interview, and are
provided with relevant interview questions
and an interview skills matrix.
	
You can focus on what you are best at while

dynamics – a process that correlates with

we coordinate diaries for interviews, provide

improved business performance

feedback to the candidates after interviews,
and even assist with the final candidate offer.

02 Search

05 Induct

With your input and approval on the formal
position description and vacancy notice, the

You can focus on building this new

search beings with:
	
A focused search process for suitable

relationship while we take care of the rest:
	
Negotiating with the successful candidate

candidates
	
Advertising your role to 1600+ members

and finalising offer acceptance
	
Drafting the Director Summary Agreement

of Sirdar Director Network (the largest

and then the Non-Executive Director

network of active and aspiring non-executive

Agreement, and managing this through

directors in Africa), on our website and
via social media channels
	
Leveraging our extensive network
and partnership arrangements

to execution
	
Finalising appointment commencement
	
Supporting the director’s induction as per
Sirdar’s Director Induction Process

This diagnostic report provides the additional benefit of understanding how and where your board’s

1

performance can be improved and how effective your governance processes are.
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Impactful Directors

The ideal director will elevate your board and grow your business. The resultant appointment:

Fosters building
an effective,
high-performance
board

Delivers
real business
growth

Adds credibility

Makes your

Brings a new

to your board

business more

and diverse perspective

and business

investable

to your board

Complements,
rather than competes

Improves outcomes

with, the existing

for shareholders and

directors’ skills, abilities

other stakeholders

and natural energies
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“Sirdar made a high-stakes,
intimidating process easy:
they produced a shortlist
of candidates quickly,
the shortlist had us spoilt
for choice, and a year later,
we couldn’t be happier.
And, one of them is our
chairman.”
George Eadie
Chief Executive Officer of The Answer Series

Kalon Venture Partners appointed Sirdar to assist

The team from Sirdar did a brilliant job of

it in appointing an independent non-executive

finding suitable candidates for the non-executive

director. Sirdar embarked on a thorough

director roles on the COBRA board. All of the

process, first profiling the existing board, then

candidates that were interviewed had excellent

assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the

credentials and were a good fit for our company.

existing board structure, then interrogating its

The interviews resulted in the placement of two

own database for suitable potential candidates,

non-executive directors to the COBRA board who

selecting a shortlist, guiding our board committee

we are greatly looking forward to working with.

through an appropriate interview process,

Well done and thank you to all involved.

commenting on the candidates, recommending

~ Bob Grewar, Chief Operations Officer of COBRA

an appropriate board fee, engaging the selected
candidate and advising the unsuccessful ones.

Our interaction with Sirdar was professional and

As can be seen, the process followed was logical,

smooth, they delivered an exceptional candidate

well-structured and comprehensive. At all stages

that we would not normally have had access to

Sirdar, as represented by Beverley Hancock,

... A standout for me was the ability to engage

handled our discussions and process efficiently,

with you for me to better crystalise what I was

transparently and in a manner that gave me and

hoping to achieve via the appointment, versus

my colleagues much comfort in the expertise and

a recruitment process that is just to appoint

professionalism of Sirdar. ~ Arnold Basserabie,

someone. ~ Geoff Jennett, Chief Executive Officer

Non-Executive Director of Kalon Venture Partners

of Emira Property Fund
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The Trailblazers
BEVERLEY HANCOCK | Partner and Head of Appoint
Beverley is a people strategist who understands the dynamic nature of
boards and those who sit on them, whether family-owned or a privately-held
organisation, a listed entity or a non-profit organisation. She facilitates board
appointments throughout Africa by working to understand board structures,
natural energies within the team and exact requirements. She also focuses on
the continued growth and success of Appoint and the Sirdar Director Network
by driving best practice. With over 25 years of experience in executive search
and recruitment in the United Kingdom and South Africa, Beverley has worked
closely with companies in Africa, Saudi Arabia and Europe, and understands
the challenges of attaining, managing and retaining key talent at executive
and board level.
NORMA NDHLOVU | Appoint Service Manager
Norma is highly experienced in providing a professional and consultative
service to clients and candidates. With a depth of experience gained in over
15 years in recruitment, she has focused on executive and non-executive
recruitment as well as executive headhunting (targeted search). She has
collaborated with agencies in Saudi Arabia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya
and Botswana. Norma manages all operational aspects of Sirdar’s board
appointment process by communicating and liaising with clients throughout
the engagement, assessment and appointment stage.

About Sirdar
Sirdar is Africa’s leading guide, appointer and educator of high-performance boards.
We navigate the way to business growth through boardroom performance. Then, we help you to
overcome your challenges and leverage your strengths. Our integrated board approach is delivered
through advisory services, governance, evaluations, diagnostics, appointments and the continuous
upskilling and education of directors.

Sirdar guides a practical, invested approach to create meaningful economic impact.
Our Guide, Appoint and Educate solutions make Sirdar the invested boardroom partner in Africa.
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Leave the search for
your next board member to us.

Contact us via appoint@sirdargroup.com

APPOINT

sirdargroup.com

